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How to Import Data into Access from Excel 
 
**while this tutorial illustrates a generalizable concept, yet examples are specific to the Kokos case which requires 
the import of an excel file into access 
 
Step 1 Open Access database that you wish to import the data into. (PS. It also helps if you have the Excel sheet 
already set up in the table format you wish to create)  
 
Step 2 – Click on External Data—New Data Source and make selection according to your data (in this example it is 
Excel) —This will start the Import Wizard 

 
 
If Successful you will be prompted with the following screen 
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At this stage you need to keep in mind two different items, First how do you wish to import, either as a new table, 
appending to an existing table, or creating a linked table. Second, you will need to browse and locate the file. In this 
example, I am looking for the Kokos excel file for the Kokos case.  
 
Once you locate the file, highlight it At this point you highlight the file and click on OPEN. You should now see the 
following screen: 
 
 Select the worksheet that holds the data and click Next. (for purposes of the Kokos assignment both sheets will need 
to be imported) 
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By Default Access asks if the First Row contains the Column Headings, in this example it does. Click Next and Continue. 
 

 
Now Access inquires if you want to index the field or skip the field. You can even change the datatype if desired. For 
purposes of Kokos and this tutorial, you can just import all the fields as is without any changes. 
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You also get three choices regarding primary keys. Again, the primary keys were already created in the employee file, 
so select CHOOSE MY OWN PRIMARY KEY and Click Next. 
 
LAST STEP – GIVING THE TABLE A NAME 

 
By default Access will attempt to give the table the same name as the worksheet, so in this example we let the table 
have the same name as the sheet (Client).  It is not mandatory to have a wizard analyze your table. If you are 
successful the following screen should appear: 
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Congratulations you have just imported data from Excel into Access! 
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